
 
Central Committee

Urgent Appeal

It has become a great concern to us that our Central Committee Treasurer, Mr. Shrestha Gopal
a wellknown asylum seeker is catched by the German authorities on 7th of November from the
Auslanderbehorde of Gutersloh Kris. 

At  present  the  royal  fascist  dictator  of  Nepal  King  Gyanendra  backed  by imperialism  is
launching  the  campaign  of  genocide,  arbitrary  mass  arrests,  torture,  biggest  number.  of
disappearances in the world and the rape and gang rapes. Thousands of people have been
murdered in the captivity propagated as fake encounters. Gross violation of human rights and
the extreme danger for the public life based on the political belief forced thousands of people
to hide or to flee the home. 

By controling all the democratic rights from the people royal dictator of Nepal has not only
terrorized whole the nation but the Nepalese residing in other parts of world.

INSOF,  the  democratic  organisation  active  from  past  5  years  supports  the  Nepalese
democratic  Movement  and widely supported Maoist  Peoples  War.  We protest  against  the
extra judicials killings, gang rapes, gennocides and other rights. We also work for the rights of
Nepalese and others residing here in Germany. Due to our activites fatricidal government of
Nepal has banned our website www.insof.org and is spying our activities and offering bribe to
different  people  to  provide  the  information  about  our  organisation  blaming  as  a  Maoist
organisation.
 
In this context, the arrest of our Treasurer in the name of deportation and plan to handover the
Nepalese Fascist state has become the great concern not only to the Nepalese but for others
too. Deportation to Mr. Shrestha is to send him to kill or make disappear or send him in prison
at present. 

It is not only criminal to deport in the hand of Nepali Nazi Gyanendra but also to co-operate in
the internal matter and conflict of Nepal by handing over genuine political activist on the basis
of his democratic believes. 

So, we urgently appeal to all the human rights organisation, german government, medias and
whole the community to stop Mr. Shrestha Gopal´s deportation and unconditional release. 
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